
Ridge English: Week beginning 22.2.21 

 

 

Hello Everyone! 

 

Welcome back!  Hope you all had a good break and a chance to enjoy some of the lovely 

sunshine. 

 

This half term, we continue with our polar theme, turning our attention to a fiction text 

and basing our writing around that.  For the next two weeks, though, we will be drawing 

inspiration from the film, The Golden Compass, to improve our descriptive sentences and 

to write a character description and a narrative account.  Some of you may be familiar 

with the book on which the film is based — Northern Lights by Philip Pullman.   If you 

have the chance to watch the whole film (it’s a  PG, so you would need to check first with 

your parents that they would be happy for you to see it)  it is an epic quest!   

 

A big ’well done’ to all of you who submitted your sequel writing and your persuasive 

marketing brochure.  If you have not yet had feedback, you will have it soon.      
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Lesson 1 

LO:  To explore the characters and plot             

        To revise word classification 

  To explore key vocabulary for The Golden Compass  
 

TASK 1: 

Follow the link below to access today’s film clip and lesson: 

 https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-identify-key-characters-and-events-in-the-plot-71j68c?activity=video&step=1  

                                       If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on 

                                     Find Lessons then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 1 

 
TASK 2: 
We have just learnt that the main character, Lyra, has a daemon, her closest and loyal friend.  His name is Pan and he can take any  
animal form he chooses.   

Imagine you have a daemon.  What would he/she be called?  What creatures would your daemon turn into and why would this be 
helpful or useful or even annoying to you?  What sort of personality would your daemon have (- bold, timid, thoughtful, funny,  
crafty…)?  How would he/she move and speak as they took on different forms?   

Write a short paragraph, describing your daemon.  Afterwards, go through your sentences with four different colours and underline   
5 nouns in one colour, 5 adjectives in another colour, 5 verbs in a 3rd colour and  5 adverbs in your last colour.    

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-identify-key-characters-and-events-in-the-plot-71j68c?activity=video&step=1
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                                          https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-investigate-the-suffix-ous-ccu3et?activity=video&step=1  

                                       If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on 

                                     Lessons then Find Lessons  then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 2 

Lesson 2 

LO:  To investigate the suffix ‘-ous’    

         

TASK 1: 

Follow the link below to access today’s lesson:  

    
 
 
 
TASK 2: 
You have just been given ten words with the suffix ‘–ous’ to learn.   
Write ten interesting sentences, using each of these words.  (They are listed below, in case you didn’t get them all down.)  
 
spacious      conscious       gracious       vicious       delicious       cautious      contentious      ambitious     superstitious      infectious 
 
Please don’t be satisfied with ‘I am cautious’ or something along those lines.  The more effort you put into the lesson, the more you’ll 
get out of it so use some of those techniques we’ve learnt. 
 
How about starting with an ’ing’ or an ’ed’ word or an adverbial phrase (All at once..)?  Maybe use a relative clause (The robot, which 
was broken,…), a subordinate clause (Because it was dark, the owl set off...), parenthesis (brackets) or a prepositional phrase (The 
witch took off nervously on her broomstick)?  You could practise the ’many questions’ or b.o.y.s. ( but, or, yet, so) techniques that we 
learnt just before half term.    
Challenge:  Can you be super-inventive and write the ten sentences in a  way that makes sense as a paragraph?    

 

 

 
Are you malicious? - audacious? - industrious? - 

or maybe even a little trepidatious?! 
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                                       https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-explore-expanded-noun-phrases-crt3jd  

                                       If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on 

                                     Lessons then Find Lessons  then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 3 

Lesson 3 

LO:  To write expanded noun phrases           

        To write non-finite clauses   

         

TASK 1: 

Follow the link below to access the first part of today’s lesson (expanded noun phrases):  

 
 
 
 
 
 
TASK 2: 
 
Follow the link below to access the film clip and the second part of today’s lesson (finite clauses):  

                                                                                  https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-write-non-finite-clauses-68t36d  

                                       If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on 

                                     Lessons then Find Lessons  then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 16 
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         https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-generate-vocabulary-to-describe-a-character-c4r6cc  

        If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on: 

         Lessons then Find Lessons  then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 4 

Lesson 4 

LO:  To write a character description   
         

TASK 1: 

Follow the link below to access today’s film clip and lesson:  

 

 
 
 
 
TASK 2: 
Now you are going to write a paragraph describing Lyra’s character. 
  
From the lesson you have just completed, you have a list of ‘ambitious, describing words’ for Lyra, relating to  
Location (where she is),  Action (what she is doing)  and her Feelings in the first scene of the film. 
 
Before you write the character description, think also about the following aspects of Lyra’s character and write down at least two 
words to describe each one:- 
How does she move and speak?  
Appearance (-what does she look like? -clothes, hair, etc)? 
What are her thoughts and aims that make her say and do as she does ? 
Who are her friends?  How do they treat / feel about her?  How does she treat / feel  about them? 
 
Plan the order in which you are going to write about these things and then get started.  Remember to try to link 
your ideas from sentence to sentence.  
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              https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-develop-a-rich-understanding-of-words-associated-with-running-70t3gd?activity=video&step=1  

                                       If you have a problem with the link, go to Oak National Academy, then click on 

                                     Lessons then Find Lessons  then Key Stage 2 then English then The Golden Compass then Lesson 5 

Lesson 5 

LO:  To use synonyms in our writing   

         

TASK 1: 

Follow the link below to access today’s lesson:  

 
 
 
 
 
TASK 2: 
 
You have just been exploring synonyms and word pairs for the word ’running’ so that you will have lots of alternative words to choose 
from when you describe the opening scene in next week’s writing task. 
 
At the end of that scene, Lyra and Tommy have quite a long and angry conversation.  How many alternative ways can you think of that 
have a similar meaning to ’said angrily’?  Here are a few ideas: 
shouted,   argued,    disgreed 
 
Now write two complex sentences (this was explained in the lesson you have just watched) to describe the angry conversation be-
tween Lyra and Tommy at the end of the clip that you watched in yesterday’s lesson.   
 
 

 Synonym: where does this word come from? 

 It has Greek roots:  

         syn = the same   +    onym = word 


